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Bitcoin’s Correlation* with the S&P 500
Bitcoin has become highly correlated with the stock market. Is the 
digital gold narrative starting to crack?

 Many are betting that bitcoin will protect their portfolios against 
market uncertainty and inflation. For an asset to serve as such a safe 
haven, it should be uncorrelated with the rest of the financial 
market. Between 2014 and 2020, bitcoin's 360-day correlation with 
the S&P 500 hovered around 0.

 Bitcoin's correlation with the rest of the financial market started to 
increase at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. The bitcoin price 
plummeted almost 60% simultaneously as the rest of the financial 
market also panicked.

 Nevertheless, bitcoin's long-term correlation with the stock market 
was still relatively low even after this event- a catalyst for the 
massive increase in institutional interest we saw in 2020. Then, many 
prominent investors purchased bitcoin, citing the asset's potential as 
a safe haven asset. The digital gold narrative was born.

 As the digital gold narrative drove in institutional money, bitcoin's 
correlation with the stock market increased. Bitcoin's 360-day 
correlation with the S&P 500 has consistently laid above 0.2 since 
the summer of 2020.

 With bitcoin's correlation with the broader financial market sitting at 
such highs, will bitcoin's digital gold narrative crack? Or will it see a 
resurgence as investors increasingly feel the need to protect their 
portfolios against inflation?
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Bitcoin’s correlation with the stock market is increasing

Source: CoinMetrics

Jan 25, 2022

* 360-day Pearson-correlation
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Drawdown from ATHThe crypto market is in shambles. The broad sell-off has 
cut the total market cap of the crypto sector in half, with 
certain altcoins nearing an 80% drawdown from their 
2021 highs. 

 BTC has now seen a 52% decline from its Nov 10th ATH but has 
mostly outperformed all altcoins since the peak.

 ETH is down 54% since the Nov 10th ATH. ETH climbed vs. BTC 
up until December but has struggled to maintain its strength 
with the bear market intensifying.

 Metaverse tokens saw strong hype in Q4 as VC capital entered 
the sector, but currently, MANA, SAND, and AXIE have all seen a 
decline of more than 68% from their ATHs. 

 Layer-1s have seen a more varied performance. The FOAN (FTM, 
ONE, ATOM, Near) layer-1s have outperformed the rest of the 
market, while SOL and ADA have seen very substantial sell-offs, 
now trading 68% below their ATHs. 

 The situation is even grimmer among the DeFi “blue chips”. Both 
UNI and AAVE are nearing 80% drawdowns from their ATH. In 
contrast to the coins previously mentioned, UNI and AAVE 
reached their all-time highs in May 2021 and never neared their 
highs this fall.

 The total crypto market cap has fallen 50% since the mid-
November peak. The total crypto market cap fell by 55% during 
the May sell-off. 
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Blood in the streets: Crypto market cap slashed in half since November

Source: athcoinindex

Jan 25, 2022
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Yesterday afternoon, bitcoin saw a substantial recovery with 
volumes picking up substantially on Coinbase. Is Saylor back at it 
again?

 Shortly after the U.S. stock market open yesterday at 15:30 (UTC+1), 
volumes began picking up on Coinbase as some entity was 
seemingly buying aggressively into bitcoin through a TWAP 
approach. 

 The sustained bidding lifted the entire market. While the significant 
Coinbase premium remained, the BTC price grew 5.5% from $34,200 
to $36,200 over the course of two hours, with BTC temporarily 
decoupling from the stock market.

 Market participants quickly began speculating if MicroStrategy was 
back into the market, absorbing large chunks of bitcoin, as this 
market activity was similar to what we’ve seen in previous 
MicroStrategy BTC purchases. If this is the case, we can expect to 
see a MicroStrategy announcement hitting the market at 1 PM UTC 
sometime this week. 

 Following previous MicroStrategy announcements, the price has 
tended to decline in the aftermath. Therefore, it could be valuable to 
pay attention to any news from them in the coming days.

 However, it is far from certain that this is MicroStrategy bidding. BTC 
has fallen 50% from its ATH and is currently trading near the lows of 
its 1-year trading range. Thus, this could very well also be the result 
of other entities viewing this as an attractive entry point. 
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Coinbase bidder lifts BTC - Saylor back at it again?

Source:  Coinbase, Binance, FTX, 
Kraken, Bitstamp, Tradingview

Jan 25, 2022
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Coinbase: BTCUSD premium* vs BTC Price
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Coinbase trading at a significant premium

*Premium: BTCUSD price on Coinbase vs average price of Binance, FTX, Kraken and Bitstamp

https://twitter.com/HsakaTrades/status/1485668628813197312
https://twitter.com/tier10k/status/1485674050038939654
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BTC Futures: Liquidation Volume

Longs Estimated Binance Longs Estimated Bybit Longs Shorts Estimated Binance Shorts Estimated Bybit Shorts

Far lower liquidation volumes accompanied the weekend plunge 
below $40k than during previous shakeouts. 

 We estimate that the BTC futures and perp markets saw a total of 
$854 million worth of long liquidations on Friday as bitcoin plunged 
below $40,000 down towards $35,000. For reference, the last time 
bitcoin fell below $40,000 from the upside on May 19th,  2021, a 
total of $4.8bn worth of longs got liquidated in the BTC market. 

 Back then, the sell-off was far more intense than what we’ve seen 
this time around. Bitcoin fell from $58,000 to $29,000 over the 
course of seven days. Now, traders have had more time to re-
allocate and add collateral to underwater trades, possibly explaining 
the less intense long liquidation volumes witnessed in the market.

 We also had more reliable liquidation data in May as Binance and 
Bybit now restrict their liquidation data. The liquidation volumes 
from these exchanges are estimated using historical data. 

 Today, Binance’s dominance in the futures market is far higher than 
what we saw earlier times when Binance was not restricting its 
liquidation data. Binance’s OI account for near 30% of the entire 
futures market. The last time leverage was this concentrated in a 
single exchange was back in March 2020 when BitMEX and OKEx
dominated the market.

 The turmoil on Friday also caused liquidations in DeFi. A large whale 
was close to seeing $600m worth of ETH becoming liquidated on 
Maker, but he was able to save the vaults after $65m worth of ETH 
had been liquidated. 
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Liquidations picking up, but remain far below what we’ve seen earlier

Source: Coinglass and Arcane Research

Jan 25, 2022

https://twitter.com/VetleLunde/status/1467043652845322245
https://twitter.com/RuneKek/status/1484654546529968133
https://twitter.com/RuneKek/status/1484668835911319554
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BTC Futures: Open Interest
Total Open Interest ($) Total Open Interest (BTC)The open interest has taken a significant hit when measured in USD, 

but when measured in BTC, the leverage in the market still seems 
lofty. 

 The BTC denominated open interest maintains its size of 360,000 
BTC, with perps still seeing an open interest above 240,000 BTC.

 In other words, the market is still exposed for further significant 
shakeouts. 

 Back in May, we saw that the open interest fell rapidly down 
towards 300,000 BTC as liquidations cleared the market. The OI then 
remained low until late July. In December, we saw a far more rapid 
recovery of the open interest which is slightly concerning. 

 A short squeeze lifted the market out of its sorrowing state in July. 
High leveraged shorts led the tide to change. A short squeeze could 
still be in play in BTC. Low funding rates and the declining basis 
lately suggest that shorts have been more aggressive than longs, 
and the constant downtrend in BTC might lead to further conviction 
from leveraged short traders. 

 However, the muted liquidations experienced amid the turmoil 
compared to what we’ve seen earlier might also suggest that 
underwater longs are exposed for further decline. 
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But the leverage remains high with 360,000 BTC worth of OI in the market

Source: CoinMetrics

Jan 25, 2022
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Difficulty of Mining Bitcoin
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Bitcoin difficulty at all-time high

Source: CoinMetrics

Difficulty at an all-time high and a lower bitcoin price means that bitcoin 
miners’ profit margins are under pressure. Will the difficulty keep increasing, 
eating up bitcoin miners’ profits?

 Difficulty is a measure of how difficult it is to find a valid block. Every 2016 
block, or approximately every two weeks, Bitcoin automatically adjusts the 
difficulty based on the block production rate during the previous 2016 blocks.

 Because of the rising hashrate (previous slide), blocks have been produced 
faster than the desired rate, and Bitcoin increased its difficulty in response.

 The difficulty has climbed since the end of the summer and is now sitting at an 
all-time high. Since peaking in November, the bitcoin price has decreased by 
almost 50%, but the difficulty has kept increasing. The difficulty follows the 
hashrate, and we explained in the previous slide why the hashrate has kept 
growing amid a tumbling bitcoin price.

 The difficulty will likely keep increasing since many Chinese miners who 
moved abroad during the summer should be coming online again soon. Also, 
most public mining companies have announced vast orders of the most 
powerful machines scheduled for delivery from July until December.

 The profitability of bitcoin mining is under pressure by two forces: The 
growing difficulty and the declining bitcoin price. Therefore, 2022 could be 
hard for bitcoin mining stocks unless we see another bitcoin bull market.

 As shown on the next slide, miners with reasonable power prices still earn 
great margins, although the margins have decreased considerably since 
peaking in October.

ATH
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Bitcoin Mining: Income per MWh
Cash Flow per MWh Income per MWh Price per MWh**

Cash flow 
per MWh
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Will power producers soon FOMO into bitcoin mining?

Source: Hashrate Index, Bitooda

Miners refine electricity into bitcoin and earn a massive spread doing it. How 
long will the energy industry sit on the sideline watching their bitcoin mining 
customers get rich before deciding to join the fun?

 Bitooda estimates the median power price in the bitcoin mining industry to be 
$40 per MWh. Per MWh deployed, a miner can mine bitcoin worth $230, 
corresponding to a cash flow of $190. Power producers generally sell their 
electricity in the wholesale market for much less than the $230 they could 
have earned by mining bitcoin.

 Bitcoin mining is a location-agnostic process, meaning that it’s possible to 
mine bitcoin practically anywhere. Co-locating a bitcoin mining facility with a 
power plant is, therefore, generally not a problem.

 By co-locating a bitcoin mining facility with a power plant, a power producer 
can choose between selling the power to the grid or using it to mine bitcoin –
depending on what is the most profitable at any given time. The additional 
option of mining can increase profits and reduce risks for the power producer.

 Some power generators, like Greenidge Generation, have already installed 
bitcoin mining facilities directly at their power plants and are switching 
between mining bitcoin and selling electricity to the grid.

 The co-location model is just one of many ways the energy industry could 
take advantage of bitcoin mining. With a potential for diversifying and 
increasing revenue streams by mining bitcoin, the number of traditional 
energy companies experimenting with bitcoin mining will certainly increase. 
Ultimately, we may see a high degree of vertical integration in the industry, 
with the same companies owning energy assets and bitcoin mining facilities.

**$40 per MWh. Bitooda’s estimate for miners’ median power price
* With Antminer S19 Pro

$230

$40

https://www.bitooda.io/public-files/091621%20BitOoda%20Hashrate%20Estimate%20Details.pdf
https://greenidge.com/
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LooksRare vs OpenSea: Daily trading volume
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LooksRare vs OpenSea: Daily users and transactions

LooksRare users LooksRare transactions OpenSea users OpenSea transactions

The NFT market on Ethereum is holding strong despite the broader market 
downturn over the last week. ETH may be down 25.5%, but the amount of ETH 
exchanged for NFTs in crown collections has stayed relatively consistent—and 
there’s a good reason for that.

 Over $4bn worth of NFTs have been traded on LookRare since the platform 
launched just sixteen days ago, and trading volume has continuously surpassed 
that of OpenSea—the NFT marketplace leader.

 LooksRare has seen double the trading volume of OpenSea since it launched. 
However, comparing user and transaction counts over the same period paints a 
very different picture.

 The data on the bottom graph indicates that a small number of users are 
making high-value transactions on LooksRare. 

 Buyers and sellers earn $LOOKS tokens based on their share of the total daily 
volume traded on the platform. In other words, LooksRare incentivizes trading 
on its marketplace. 

 Many of these NFTs changed hands at insanely high prices, clearly wash trades 
made to boost trading volumes and earn $LOOKS rewards, as we reported last 
week. It will be interesting to see how the platform will perform when trading 
and staking rewards are cut in half on Feb 10th. 

 As for OpenSea, the collections that account for most of the platform's trading 
volume are not owned by the average (less risk-tolerant) ETH trader. Hence it 
may seem like the 'illiquidity’ criticism stems from an investment strategy that 
does not apply to established NFTs.
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It’s a good time to be a NFT whale

Source: Dappradar

Source: Dappradar

https://theweeklyupdate.substack.com/p/calm-before-the-storm
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Disclaimer

• The Weekly Update (the “Report”) by Arcane Research is a report focusing on cryptocurrencies, open blockchains and fintech. Information published in the Report aims to spread knowledge and summarise developments in 
the cryptocurrency market. 

• The information contained in this Report, and any information linked through the items contained herein, is for informational purposes only and is not intended to provide sufficient information to form the basis for an 
investment decision nor the formation of an investment strategy. 

• This Report shall not constitute and should not be construed as financial advice, a recommendation for entering into financial transactions/investments, or investment advice, or as a recommendation to engage in investment 
transactions. You should seek additional information regarding the merits and risks of investing in any cryptocurrency or digital asset before deciding to purchase or sell any such instruments.

• Cryptocurrencies and digital assets are speculative and highly volatile, can become illiquid at any time, and are for investors with a high risk tolerance. Investors in digital assets could lose the entire value of their investment.

• Information contained within the Report is based on sources considered to be reliable, but is not guaranteed to be accurate or complete. Any opinions or estimates expressed herein reflect a judgment made as of the date of 
publication and are subject to change without notice. 

• The information contained in this Report may include or incorporate by reference forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties 
are made as to the accuracy of these forward-looking statements. Any data, charts or analysis herein should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance.

• Neither Arcane Research nor Arcane Crypto AS provides tax, legal, investment, or accounting advice and this report should not be considered as such. This Report is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, 
tax, legal, investment or accounting advice. Tax laws and regulations are complex and subject to change. To understand the risks you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own analysis and seek advice from 
an independent and approved financial advisor, accountant and lawyer before deciding to take action. 

• Neither Arcane Research nor Arcane Crypto AS will have any liability whatsoever for any expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damages arising from, or in connection with, the use of information in this Report. 

• The contents of this Report unless otherwise stated are the property of (and all copyright shall belong to) Arcane Research and Arcane Crypto AS. You are prohibited from duplicating, abbreviating, distributing, replicating or 
circulating this Report or any part of it (including the text, any graphs, data or pictures contained within it) in any form without the prior written consent of Arcane Research or Arcane Crypto.

• By accessing this Report you confirm you understand and are bound by the terms above.

• Arcane Research is a department within Arcane Crypto AS, org. 994 608 673, and can be contacted at research@arcane.no or tbj@arcane.no
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